Berry+ partnership: Value chain analysis for increasing regional
economic resilience, identification of interregional
complementarities, and more effective RIS3 implementation
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Focus of presentation

• We would like to introduce our approach from benefitting from value chain
analysis.
• We developed this methodology through two initiatives: the BERRY+ S3
industrial modernisation partnership and the BRIDGES project (Interreg
Europe).
• BERRY+ is crucial because we are bringing together value chain analysis and
interregional complementarities, in order to reach interregional innovation
investments.
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What is BERRY+?
• BERRY+ is a smart specialisation, industrial modernisation partnership. It was
approved on 17.11.2020, following a two-stage approval process, based on
the expression of interest applied on 31.3.2020. The Regional Council of
Kainuu is the administrative coordinator.
• BERRY+ is dealing with the processing of renewable natural resources,
ingredients and side-flows towards high added value products. It is addressed
to regions with relevant RIS3, existing or emerging innovation interests & to
regions with significant market segments in the relevant domains.
• BERRY+ has two key objectives:
(1) to reach interregional investments & integrate partner regions’ innovations into
existing and / or emerging European Value Chains (EVC)
(2) to establish an interregional cluster as a way for constructing added value at
regional and interregional levels in the long run.
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Current partnership

Interested regions & organisations to join
•

Athens University of Agriculture (GR)

•

Malopolska Region (PL)

•

Vidzeme Region (LT)
•
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Prioritised value chains
• Dairy products diversification
• Vegetable-based proteins
• Berry industry for innovative
regenerative cosmetics, ….

applications

such

as

functional

foods,

• Forest industry side streams
• Bio-based textiles
• Regenerative cosmetics
• ….the above list is evolutionary
•
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•

(1) What are the
interregional
complementarities
that we seek
through the value
chain approach?

•

(2) How do we
reach, how do we
achieve these
complementarities,
these priorities?
Next slide

•
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Methodology
•

How we apply the value chain approach: through a 2-stage value
chain analysis
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EXAMPLE
• This is R&D - based value
chain analysis for the
berry industry in Kainuu.
• It represents stage 1 of
value chain analysis.
• We need to position our
regions, i.e. those for
who the VC analysis is
relevant to them, within
this map.
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Methodology
• How we benefit comprehensively from the value chain analysis
• Through the value chain analysis we seek to increase localisation
(inshoring) and re-localisation (reshoring) activities and identify subcontracting (near-shoring) or joint development solutions to explore at
interregional level.
• Near-shoring is equivalent to the identification of interregional
complementarities.
• Inshoring and reshoring relate to regional and national initiatives and
development projects.
• How we identify and select inshoring and reshoring solutions: to select
inshoring and reshoring activities we seek the highest value formation
modules in the value chain analysis combined with the absorptive
capacity of the region’s relevant businesses. We view this as an
entrepreneurial discovery (EDP) option.

•
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Potential benefits for enterprises & industries

•

•

Modelling: next slide
•

•

Possibilities for interregional innovation investments and accessing new markets for exports

•

Improved competitiveness through new product development or through localisation of
existing products from other regions or to other regions

•

If products are innovative enough, they could compete in the EIC accelerator

•

Projects for digital transformation within a complete or parts of a value chain

•

Projects for improving environmental performance

•

Access to new markets; potential for targeted market studies

•

Possibility to access new funding and co-funding sources

Potential benefits for research
•

New research projects

•

Joint research projects

•

Technology transfer

•

Strengthening of data management expertise

•

Commercialisation and internationalisation of research results

•

Possibility to access a larger range of funding sources

Potential benefits for regions
•

Complementarity of regional interests as a long term, non antagonistic and
innovation based approach; allows focusing further regional economy and
specialising further both research and production

•

Improved competitiveness of local economy improves growth and innovation
prospects for regions

•

Possibility to enhance the interactions and value contribution of regional knowledge
resources

•

Possibility & probability to combine regional and national funding with more
competitive funding sources

•

Development could cost less

•
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Learning and modelling

•
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State of play
• Scoping document is progressing.
• Methodological clarifications made; we dedicated considerable resources to
clarify how the VC approach would benefit regions in a step by step way.
• First interregional complementarities identified. They range from direct
investment potential, comparable development needs leading to joint
development
actions,
and
interregional
complementarity-based
opportunities.
• In process of setting up new project proposals.
• Value chain analysis to start in autumn 2021.

Thank you and questions welcome
•
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